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Introducing Psychology 4th Edition
This book challenges the usual introductions to the study of law. It argues that law is
inherently political and reflects the interests of the few even while presenting itself as
neutral. It considers law as ideology and as politics, and critically assesses its
contribution to the creation and maintenance of a globalized and capitalist world. The
clarity of the arguments are admirably suited to provoking discussions of the role of law
in our contemporary world. This third edition provides contemporary examples to
sustain the arguments in their relevance to the twenty-first century. The book includes
an analysis of the common sense of law; the use of anthropological examples to gain
external perspectives of our use and understanding of law; a consideration of central
legal concepts, such as order, rules, property, dispute resolution, legitimation and the
rule of law; an examination of the role of law in women's subordination and finally a
critique of the effect of our understanding of law upon the wider world. This book is
ideal for undergraduate and postgraduate students reading law.
This new edition updates and expands the scholarship of the 1st edition, examining
media effects in
This bestselling textbook portrays the latest developments in psychology in a
charismatic style that will inspire a lifelong love of science. As top researchers,
committed educators, and writers who hit the bestsellers lists, this extraordinary author
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team keeps students captivated page after page, story after story, with Ingrid
Johnsrude bringing in Canadian research and examples. The new edition takes a
closer look at the role psychology plays in our society, with new material in Chapter 2
that looks at the truth about psychological science, the rate of replication in published
studies, and how critical thinking is foundational in science and life. Chapter 1 presents
a new look at the history of the science with unexpected stories and new insights into
its surprising origins. Each chapter has been fully updated with Canadian-based
research and examples to portray a field that is constantly evolving and illuminating the
world today. Combined with LaunchPad, including the LearningCurve adaptive quizzing
system, the new Fifth Edition is a powerful way to introduce students to the science of
psychology.
Reflecting recent changes in the way cognition and the brain are studied, this
thoroughly updated third edition of the best-selling textbook provides a comprehensive
and student-friendly guide to cognitive neuroscience. Jamie Ward provides an easy-tofollow introduction to neural structure and function, as well as all the key methods and
procedures of cognitive neuroscience, with a view to helping students understand how
they can be used to shed light on the neural basis of cognition. The book presents an
up-to-date overview of the latest theories and findings in all the key topics in cognitive
neuroscience, including vision, memory, speech and language, hearing, numeracy,
executive function, social and emotional behaviour and developmental neuroscience,
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as well as a new chapter on attention. Throughout, case studies, newspaper reports
and everyday examples are used to help students understand the more challenging
ideas that underpin the subject. In addition each chapter includes: Summaries of key
terms and points Example essay questions Recommended further reading Feature
boxes exploring interesting and popular questions and their implications for the subject.
Written in an engaging style by a leading researcher in the field, and presented in fullcolor including numerous illustrative materials, this book will be invaluable as a core
text for undergraduate modules in cognitive neuroscience. It can also be used as a key
text on courses in cognition, cognitive neuropsychology, biopsychology or brain and
behavior. Those embarking on research will find it an invaluable starting point and
reference. The Student’s Guide to Cognitive Neuroscience, 3rd Edition is supported by
a companion website, featuring helpful resources for both students and instructors.
This widely used, enthusiastically received textbook is the work of one of the most
accomplished author teams in introductory psychology, each a distinguished educator
and researcher. Together, they offer an approachable, engagingly written survey of the
field’s main ideas, filled with unusual stories, memorable examples, and lots of humor
to captivate all kinds of students. Features include: 'Hot Science' highlighting important
and interesting new research 'The Real World' highlighting applications of psychological
research to real world contexts 'Other Voices' offering excerpts of great writing about
psychology and showing how important psychology is to public discussion 'Changing
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Minds' questions at the end of the chapter that ask students to confront a scenario
using information from the chapter. The new edition has been reshaped for the
classroom chapter by chapter. Sections in each chapter now have specific Learning
Outcomes in place, to emphasize “big picture” concepts and guide student learning.
There is also new boxed feature called 'A World of Difference' highlighting important
research on diversity and individual differences.
An informative real-world guide to studying the "why" of human behavior Introduction to
Qualitative Research Methods is a practical, comprehensive guide to the collection and
presentation of qualitative data. Unique in the market, this book describes the entire
research process — from design through writing — illustrated by examples of real,
complete qualitative work that clearly demonstrates how methods are used in actual
practice. This updated fourth edition includes all new case studies, with additional
coverage of mixed methods, non-sociological settings, funding, and a sample interview
guide. The studies profiled are accompanied by observation field notes, and the text
includes additional readings for both students and instructors. More than just theory,
this guide is designed to give you a real-world practitioner's view of how qualitative
research is handled every step of the way. Many different disciplines rely on qualitative
research as a method of inquiry, to gain an in-depth understanding of human behavior
and the governing forces behind it. Qualitative research asks "why" and "how," and the
data is frequently complex and difficult to measure. This book shows you how to
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effectively handle qualitative work, regardless of where it's being applied. Understand
the strengths and limitations of qualitative data Learn how experts work around
common methodological issues Compare actual field notes to the qualitative studies
they generated Examine the full range of qualitative methods throughout the research
process Whether you're studying sociology, psychology, marketing, or any number of
other fields, especially in the social and behavioral sciences, human behavior is the
central concern of your work. So what drives human behavior? That's what qualitative
research helps to explain. Introduction to Qualitative Research Methods gives you the
foundation you need to begin seeking answers.
This is the textbook only without Launchpad. With an author team equally at home in
the classroom, in the lab, or on the bestseller list, this book is written to keep students
turning the pages. It offers expert coverage of psychology’s scientific foundations, but
communicates with students in a style that’s anything but that of a typical textbook.
Introducing Psychology keeps the level of engagement high, with quirky and
unforgettable examples, and reminders throughout that the critical thinking skills
required to study psychology will serve students well throughout their lives. The fourth
edition has been completely retooled for the classroom. For the first time, each chapter
section begins with Learning Outcomes to guide students’ learning. These outcomes
represent the big picture, so readers come away with more than a collection of facts.
The new edition also includes the new 'A World of Difference' feature, which highlights
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interesting and important research on individual differences such as sex, gender,
culture and ethnicity in understanding the breadth of psychology. Introducing
Psychology can also be purchased with the breakthrough online resource, LaunchPad,
which offers innovative media content, curated and organised for easy assignability.
LaunchPad's intuitive interface presents quizzing, flashcards, animations and much
more to make learning actively engaging.
This third edition builds on the international success of previous editions, offering an
easy access critical introduction to social science theories of identity, for advanced
undergraduates and postgraduates. All of the previous chapters have been updated
and extra material has been added where relevant, for example, on globalization. Two
new chapters have been added; one addresses the debate about whether identity
matters, discussing, for example, Brubaker; the second reviews the postmodern
approach to identity. The text is informed by relevant topical examples throughout and,
as with earlier editions, the emphasis is on sociology, anthropology and social
psychology; on the interplay between relationships of similarity and difference; on
interaction; on the categorization of others as well as self-identification; and on power,
institutions and organizations.

This is a solid foundational undergraduate text written from a fresh and innovative
perspective. The text is divided into ten sections covering various key theoretical
areas in psychology. There are 41 chapters written by contributors representing
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universities across South Africa and in the United States and UK. A golden
thread narrative is written by psychologist, Kerry Gibson, at the beginning of each
chapter, linking the concepts explained to the southern African scenario.
This fully updated, fourth edition of An Introduction to the Study of Education
provides a comprehensive and reflective introduction to the study of education,
inviting students to question what education is, who it is for and what purpose it
serves. Taking the reader from the early years through to lifelong learning, it
examines all forms of education and learning. This new edition includes ten
completely new chapters and a step-by-step guide to essay writing. There is also
a companion website to accompany the book, featuring additional chapters which
can be visited at www.routledge.com/cw/matheson.This fully updated, fourth
edition provides: a full exploration of the historical, sociological, philosophical and
psychological roots of education; a clear focus on the individual levels of
education – preschool, compulsory, post-compulsory and lifelong learning; the
latest debates within special educational needs; an in-depth examination of
learning styles; insights into the historical development of education and the role
of, and background to, research in education; a focus on current educational
practice and diversity across the United Kingdom and Ireland. Written in a clear
and accessible style, this is the essential core text for all beginning students on
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undergraduate and postgraduate courses in Education Studies and all those
interested in education today, where it came from and where it is going.
"Introduction to Health Psychology in Australia 2nd edition provides
comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of health psychology from an Australian and
international perspective. The text covers all mainstream health psychology
topics including risk behavious, stress and illness, family life and public health.
Health promotion is discussed throughout."--Back cover.
Using an engaging narrative, this textbook demonstrates how social processes
are inherently interconnected by uniquely applying underlying and unifying
principles throughout the text. With its comprehensive coverage of classic and
contemporary research—illustrated with real-world examples from many
disciplines, including medicine, law, and education—Social Psychology 4th Edition
connects theory and application, providing undergraduate students with a deeper
and more holistic understanding of the factors that influence social behaviors.
New to the 4th Edition: Each chapter now features 1-2 "culture" boxes, focusing
on cross-cultural research on social psychological phenomena. Each chapter
now features 1-2 "hot topic" boxes, where we highlight cutting edge and
emerging findings. Many references updated throughout, with over 700 new
references. A more comprehensive and user-friendly set of online supplementary
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resources will accompany the new edition. New co-author Heather Claypool of
Miami University of Ohio.
Have you heard about the man who lived with a hole in his head? Or the boy
raised by his parents as a girl? From the woman with multiple personalities, to
the man with no brain, this collection of case studies provides a compelling
insight into the human mind. This is a fascinating collection of human stories.
Some are well-known case studies that have informed clinical practice, others
are relatively unknown. For this edition, Rolls has added recent research findings
on each case study plus four brand new cases: the story of Washoe, the ape who
could communicate; the much debated case of Holly Ramona and repressed
memory; and Kim Peek, the real 'Rainman'. Classic Case Studies in Psychology
is for everyone who has ever wondered about the stranger side of life. No prior
knowledge of psychology is required, just an open mind. For those who wish to
use this book as part of their studies, or who are just keen to learn more, fun
multiple choice questions, fascinating further reading, helpful web links, and selfassessment questions are all available free on our website,
www.routledge.com/cw/rolls. Prepare to be amazed ...
The most widely used and most widely referenced "basic book" on Housing
Policy in the United States has now been substantially revised to examine the
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turmoil resulting from the collapse of the housing market in 2007 and the related
financial crisis. The text covers the impact of the crisis in depth, including policy
changes put in place and proposed by the Obama administration. This new
edition also includes the latest data on housing trends and program budgets, and
an expanded discussion of homelessnessof homelessness.
What is psychotherapy? How can we choose wisely from so much on offer? This
book provides a valuable summary of the main therapies: the "talking cures" of
psychoanalysis, behavioral and cognitive techniques, somatic solutions,
humanist gestalt and existential approaches, and individual and group therapies.
The updated 2nd edition of this brief introduction to Psychology, is more
accessible and ideal for short courses. This is a brief, accessible introductory
psychology textbook. The updated 2nd edition of this clear and brief introduction
to Psychology is written by the award-winning lecturer and author Richard
Griggs. The text is written in an engaging style and presents a selection of
carefully chosen core concepts in psychology, providing solid topical coverage
without drowning the student in a sea of details.
This title is now available in a new format. Refer to Evolutionary Psychology: A
Graphic Guide 9781848311824.
"Written for undergraduate psychology students, and assuming little knowledge
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of evolutionary science, the third edition of this classic textbook provides an
essential introduction to evolutionary psychology. Fully updated with the latest
research and new learning features, it provides a thought-provoking overview of
evolution and illuminates the evolutionary foundation of many of the broader
topics taught in psychology departments. The text retains its balanced and critical
evaluation of hypotheses and full coverage of the fundamental topics required for
undergraduates. This new edition includes more material on the social and
reproductive behaviour of non-human primates, morality, cognition, development
and culture as well as new photos, illustrations,text boxes and thought questions
to support student learning. Nearly 300 online multiple choice questions complete
the student questioning package. This new material complements the classic
features of this text, which include suggestions for further reading, chapter
summaries, a glossary, and two-colour figures throughout"-What makes someone feel healthy? Why do some people respond differently
under stress to others? Why don’t people always follow nursing advice? This
second edition of Introducing Psychology for Nurses and Healthcare
Professionalsprovides an accessible but thorough introduction to the key
psychological theories and concepts which underpin nursing and healthcare, and
clearly demonstrates how they can be applied in clinical practice. Using a
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research-led approach, each chapter guides you through important theories and
topics in health psychology, such as lifespan and development, communication,
and social processes, and helps you use your understanding to deliver better
patient care.
This is the definitive guide to the theories and concepts that make up the
dynamic field of translation studies. Providing an accessible and fully up-to-date
overview of key movements and theorists within an expanding area of study, this
textbook has become a key source for generations of translation students on
both professional and university courses. New features in this third edition
include: the latest research incorporated into each chapter, including linguistic
precursors, models of discourse and text analysis, cultural studies and sociology,
the history of translation, and new technologies a new chapter with guidelines on
writing reflective translation commentaries and on preparing research projects
and dissertations more examples throughout the text revised exercises and
updated further reading lists throughout a major new companion web site with
video summaries of each chapter, multiple-choice tests, and broader research
questions. This is a practical, user-friendly textbook that gives a comprehensive
insight into how translation studies has evolved, and is still evolving. It is an
invaluable resource for anyone studying this fascinating subject area.
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"This book is designed to help students organize their thinking about psychology
at a conceptual level. The focus on behaviour and empiricism has produced a
text that is better organized, has fewer chapters, and is somewhat shorter than
many of the leading books. The beginning of each section includes learning
objectives; throughout the body of each section are key terms in bold followed by
their definitions in italics; key takeaways, and exercises and critical thinking
activities end each section"--BCcampus website.
This widely used, enthusiastically received textbook is the work of one of the
most accomplished author teams in introductory psychology, each a
distinguished educator and researcher, and three of them (Schacter, Gilbert, and
Wegner) authors of bestselling books for general readers. Together, they offer an
approachable, engagingly written survey of the field’s main ideas, filled with
unusual stories, memorable examples, and lots of humor to captivate all kinds of
students. Again carried by the authors’ exceptional communication and teaching
skills, the new edition has been retooled for the classroom chapter by chapter.
Sections in each chapter now have specific Learning Outcomes in place, to
emphasize “big picture” concepts and guide student learning. There is also new
boxed feature called A World of Difference highlighting important research on
diversity and individual differences, plus new Data Visualization Activities in
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LaunchPad, to help students build quantitative reasoning skills.
This bestselling textbook brings the latest developments in psychology to
students in a signature writing style that will inspire a lifelong love of science. The
authors--respected researchers and writers of popular press titles--invite students
to join them on a tour of their favorite subject--psychological science. The new
edition takes a closer look at the role psychology plays in our society, with new
material in Chapter 2 that looks at the truth about psychological science, the rate
of replication in published studies, and how critical thinking is foundational in
science and life. Chapter 1 presents a new look at the history of the science with
unexpected stories and new insights into its surprising origins. Each chapter has
been fully updated with research and examples to portray a field that is
constantly evolving and illuminating the world today. Combined with LaunchPad,
including the LearningCurve adaptive quizzing system, the new Fifth Edition is a
powerful way to introduce students to the science of psychology.
This comprehensive, flexible text is used in both one- and two-semester courses
to review introductory through intermediate statistics. Instructors select the topics
that are most appropriate for their course. Its conceptual approach helps students
more easily understand the concepts and interpret SPSS and research results.
Key concepts are simply stated and occasionally reintroduced and related to one
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another for reinforcement. Numerous examples demonstrate their relevance.
This edition features more explanation to increase understanding of the
concepts. Only crucial equations are included. In addition to updating throughout,
the new edition features: New co-author, Debbie L. Hahs-Vaughn, the 2007
recipient of the University of Central Florida's College of Education Excellence in
Graduate Teaching Award. A new chapter on logistic regression models for
today's more complex methodologies. More on computing confidence intervals
and conducting power analyses using G*Power. Many more SPSS screenshots
to assist with understanding how to navigate SPSS and annotated SPSS output
to assist in the interpretation of results. Extended sections on how to write-up
statistical results in APA format. New learning tools including chapter-opening
vignettes, outlines, and a list of key concepts, many more examples, tables, and
figures, boxes, and chapter summaries. More tables of assumptions and the
effects of their violation including how to test them in SPSS. 33% new
conceptual, computational, and all new interpretative problems. A website that
features PowerPoint slides, answers to the even-numbered problems, and test
items for instructors, and for students the chapter outlines, key concepts, and
datasets that can be used in SPSS and other packages, and more. Each chapter
begins with an outline, a list of key concepts, and a vignette related to those
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concepts. Realistic examples from education and the behavioral sciences
illustrate those concepts. Each example examines the procedures and
assumptions and provides instructions for how to run SPSS, including annotated
output, and tips to develop an APA style write-up. Useful tables of assumptions
and the effects of their violation are included, along with how to test assumptions
in SPSS. 'Stop and Think' boxes provide helpful tips for better understanding the
concepts. Each chapter includes computational, conceptual, and interpretive
problems. The data sets used in the examples and problems are provided on the
web. Answers to the odd-numbered problems are given in the book. The first five
chapters review descriptive statistics including ways of representing data
graphically, statistical measures, the normal distribution, and probability and
sampling. The remainder of the text covers inferential statistics involving means,
proportions, variances, and correlations, basic and advanced analysis of variance
and regression models. Topics not dealt with in other texts such as robust
methods, multiple comparison and nonparametric procedures, and advanced
ANOVA and multiple and logistic regression models are also reviewed. Intended
for one- or two-semester courses in statistics taught in education and/or the
behavioral sciences at the graduate and/or advanced undergraduate level,
knowledge of statistics is not a prerequisite. A rudimentary knowledge of algebra
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is required.
Examines the history of psychology; describes the main schools of thought; and
introduces such key figures as Freud, Skinner, and Piaget.
Introducing PsychologyWorth
What is psychology? When did it begin? Where did it come from? How does
psychology compare with related subjects such as psychiatry and
psychotherapy? To what extent is it scientific? "Introducing Psychology" answers
all these questions and more, explaining what the subject has been in the past
and what it is now. The main "schools" of thought and the sections within
psychology are described, including Introspection, Biopsychology,
Psychoanalysis, Behaviourism, Comparative (Animal) Psychology, Cognitive
Approaches (including the Gestalt movement), Social Psychology,
Developmental Psychology and Humanism. The key figures covered include:
Freud, Pavlov, Skinner, Bandura, Piaget, Bowlby, Maslow and Rogers, as well as
many lesser-known but important psychologists.
This book provides a complete survey of research and theory on human memory
in three major sections. A background section covers issues of the history of
memory, and basic neuroscience and methodology. A core topics section
discusses sensory registers, mechanisms of forgetting, and short-term/working,
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nondeclarative, episodic, and semantic memory. Finally, a special topics section
includes formal models of memory, memory for space and time, autobiographical
memory, memory and reality, and more. Throughout, the author weaves
applications from psychology, medicine, law, and education to show the
usefulness of the concepts in everyday life and multiple career paths.
Opportunities for students to explore the assessment of memory in laboratorybased settings are also provided. Chapters can be covered in any order,
providing instructors with the utmost flexibility in course assignments, and each
one includes an overview, key terms, Stop and Review synopses, Try it Out
exercises, Improving Your Memory and Study in Depth boxes, study questions,
and Putting It All Together and Explore More sections. This text is intended for
undergraduate or graduate courses in human memory, human learning and
memory, neuropsychology of memory, and seminars on topics in human
memory. It can also be used for more general cognitive psychology and cognitive
science courses. New to this edition: - Now in full color. - More tables, graphs,
and photos to help students visualize concepts. -Improving Your Memory boxes
highlight the practical aspects of memory, and Study in Depth boxes review the
steps of how results were constructed. -The latest memory research on the
testing effect, the influences of sleep, memory reconsolidation, childhood
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memory, the default mode network, neurogenesis, and more. -Greater coverage
of neuroscience, fMRIs, and other recent advances such as NIRS and
pupilometry. -A website at www.routledge.com/cw/radvansky with outlines,
review points, chapter summaries, key terms with definitions, quizzes, and links
to related websites, videos, and suggested readings for students as well as
PowerPoints, multiple-choice and essay questions, discussion questions, and a
conversion guide for current adopters for instructors.
This well-established and accessible text has been completely revised in this
expanded fifth edition. Each chapter has been updated, often extensively, to
reflect current thinking, and an important new chapter on death, dying and
bereavement has been added. Providing a comprehensive overview of the
psychological processes of ageing, the text examines what constitutes older age,
and presents the latest theory and research in a variety of domains, including
intellectual change in later life; ageing and memory; ageing and language;
ageing, personality and lifestyle; and mental health and ageing. Consideration is
given to the problems inherent in measuring the psychological status of older
people, and the author looks to the future to answer the question “what will
constitute 'being old'?” This new edition is essential reading for all those working
or training to work with older people, and a key text for students.
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This textbook provides a comprehensive account of psychology for all those with
little or no previous knowledge of the subject. It covers the main areas of
psychology, including social psychology, developmental psychology, cognitive
psychology, personality, intelligence, and biological psychology.; Each chapter
contains definitions of key terms, together with several multiple-choice questions
and answers, and semi- structured essay questions. In addition, every chapter
contains a "Personal Viewpoint" section, which encourages the reader to
compare his or her views on psychology with the relevant findings of
psychologists. The last chapter is devoted to study skills, and provides numerous
practical hints for readers who want to study more effectively.
With an author team equally at home in the classroom, in the lab, or on the
bestseller list, Introducing Psychology is a textbook written to keep students
turning the pages. It offers expert coverage of psychology’s scientific
foundations, but communicates with students in a style that’s anything but that of
a typical textbook. The new edition, featuring new coauthor Matt Nock, keeps the
level of excitement and engagement high, with quirky and unforgettable
examples, and reminders throughout that the human perspectives and the critical
thinking skills required to study psychology will serve them well in college and
throughout their lives.
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This is a comprehensive undergraduate textbook which provides, in a single
volume, chapters on both normal cognitive function and related clinical disorder.
This innovative, 13-chapter text examines psychological issues from the levels of the
brain, person, and social world to help students actively apply psychology to their lives.
Offered in digital format or on-demand custom format. Through their own research,
clinical work, and experiences as teachers, Stephen Kosslyn and Robin Rosenberg
have found that exploring psychology from multiple perspectives further enhances
learning. Examining psychological concepts from the levels of the brain (biological
factors), the person (beliefs, desires, and feelings), and the world (social, cultural, and
environmental factors) and their interactions helps students organize and integrate
topics within and across chapters and actively apply psychology to their lives.
Introduction to Research Methods in Psychology, secondedition,provides clear,
comprehensive and innovative coverage of quantitative and qualitative research
methods for psychology students throughout their studies. In this essential text for
psychology students, the research process is broken down into manageable steps to
equip students with the skills to ask intelligent research questions, carry out a literature
review, choose an appropriate research design, carry out data collection and write up
their findings. Throughout the book research examples are discussed which offer an
insight into how research advances our understanding in areas such as forensic, social,
educational, and abnormal psychology.
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The third edition of Introduction to Clinical Psychology: An Evidence-Based Approach
by University of Ottawa authors John Hunsley and Catherine M. Lee introduces
students to the theories and practices of clinical psychology and conveys the important
work done by clinical psychologists. This text is designed to be helpful not only to those
who will go on to careers in clinical psychology, but also to those who will choose other
career paths.
Psychology for Sustainability, 4th Edition -- known as Psychology of Environmental
Problems: Psychology for Sustainability in its previous edition -- applies psychological
theory and research to so-called "environmental" problems, which actually result from
human behavior that degrades natural systems. This upbeat, user-friendly edition
represents a dramatic reorganization and includes a substantial amount of new content
that will be useful to students and faculty in a variety of disciplines—and to people
outside of academia, as well. The literature reviewed throughout the text is up-to-date,
and reflects the burgeoning efforts of many in the behavioral sciences who are working
to create a more sustainable society. The 4th Edition is organized in four sections. The
first section provides a foundation by familiarizing readers with the current ecological
crisis and its historical origins, and by offering a vision for a sustainable future.The next
five chapters present psychological research methods, theory, and findings pertinent to
understanding, and changing, unsustainable behavior. The third section addresses the
reciprocal relationship between planetary and human wellbeing and the final chapter
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encourages readers to take what they have learned and apply it to move behavior in a
sustainable direction. The book concludes with a variety of theoretically and empirically
grounded ideas for how to face this challenging task with positivity, wisdom, and
enthusiasm. This textbook may be used as a primary or secondary textbook in a wide
range of courses on Ecological Psychology, Environmental Science, Sustainability
Sciences, Environmental Education, and Social Marketing. It also provides a valuable
resource for professional audiences of policymakers, legislators, and those working on
sustainable communities.
The first comprehensive textbook on political psychology, this user-friendly volume
explores the psychological origins of political behavior. Using psychological concepts to
explain types of political behavior, the authors introduce a broad range of theories and
cases of political activity to illustrate the behavior. The book examines many patterns of
political behaviors including leadership, group behavior, voting, race, ethnicity,
nationalism, political extremism, terrorism, war, and genocide. Text boxes highlight
current and historical events to help students see the connection between the world
around them and the concepts they are learning. Examples highlight a variety of
research methodologies used in the discipline such as experimentation and content
analysis. The "Political Being" is used throughout to remind the reader of the
psychological theories and concepts to be explored in each chapter. Introduction to
Political Psychology explores some of the most horrific things people do to one another
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for political purposes, as well as how to prevent and resolve conflict, and how to
recover from it. The goal is to help the reader understand the enormous complexity of
human behavior and the significant role political psychology can play in improving the
human condition. Designed for upper division courses on political psychology or
political behavior, this volume also contains material of interest to those in the
policymaking community.
Dalton, Elias, and Wandersman have answered the challenge of transforming an
abstract, theoretical topic into a lively and understandable subject for students. Through
concrete examples and consistent pedagogy, this text helps students understand the
concepts and provides opportunities for students to apply the concepts. After
introducing community psychology and its history, the authors describe methods of
community research and discuss how to understand communities from the perspectives
of sense of community, coping, and social support. The focus then shifts to community
programs and actions: preventing problem behavior and promoting social competence,
citizen participation, organizing for community and social change, and program
evaluation and development.
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